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This note is a summary of techniques discussed and derived by Henden and Kaitchuck
[2] and generalized to standard combinations of filters as recommended by the AAVSO
in a document by Gary [1]. In the following sections we use capital letters, e.g. A, to
represent a standard filter bandpass magnitude. Lower case letters, e.g. a, represent
the instrument filter bandpass magnitude after it is transformed to a value above the
atmosphere. (Transformation to above-atmosphere values requires the determination and
application of extinction coefficients as outlined in §2.)

1

Measuring and using transformation coefficients in
differential photometry

Color transformation coefficients are based on two neighboring bands, call them a and
b. By convention, we take the wavelengths associated a and b, λa and λb , to be such
λb . Standard pairings of a and b are: r and i; v and r; b and v; u and b. A
that λa
set of neighboring pairs of bands, in a multi-band measurement, are used to define the
first order color coefficients Cab and Tab . Using capital letters to represent transformed
magnitudes and lower case to represent measured (instrumental) magnitudes corrected to
above-atmosphere values (see §2). The color transformation coefficients are defined by
AB

 Cab

Tab pa  bq.

(1)

Magnitude transformation coefficients Ca and Ta also take into account the effect of color
and are defined by
(2)
A  a  Ca Ta pA  B q
or, if the color to the shorter wavelength side is prefered
B  b  Cb

Tb pA  B q.

(3)

To measure the transformation coefficients we need stars of known A and B (e.g. in
a Landolt field) and some instrumental magnitude measurements a and b of those stars
corrected to above-atmosphere values, using extinction coefficients (see §2) with known
air mass. Find the transformation coefficients through least squares fits to
A  a  Ca

Ta pA  B q
1

(4)

(or B  b  Cb

Tb pA  B q) and
a  b  C0

where it will follow that
Cab

C1 pA  B q

 C0{C1 and Tab  1{C1.

(5)
(6)

In the following subsections we let Ao and ao be the transformed and above-atmosphere
instrumental magnitudes, respectively, of the object star. Let Ac and ac be the transformed and above-atmosphere instrumental magnitudes, respectively, of the comparison
star. The definition of the transformation coefficients to use in each case are as given by
Gary [1]. The UBV case is as outlined in Henden and Kaitchuck [2]. The perscriptions
“slope of y versus x” mean y as ordinate, x as abcissa; y is always a measured quantity
(“dependent variable”), while x is known (“independent variable”).

1.1

BVRI case

For this case we need the following transformation coefficients (and the zero intercepts
for all-sky work), with measured values (dependent variable) on the ordinate:
• Tr = slope of pR  r q versus pR  I q
• Tv = slope of pV
•
•
•

 vq versus pV  Rq
Tri = reciprocal of the slope of pr  iq versus pR  I q
Tvr = reciprocal of the slope of pv  r q versus pV  Rq
Tbv = reciprocal of the slope of pb  v q versus pB  V q

For differential photometry use (in order):

pRo  Ioq  pRc  Icq Trirpro  io q  prc  icqs
Ro  ro pRc  rc q Tr rpRo  Io q  pRc  Ic qs
Io  Ro  pRo  Io q
Vo  vo pVc  vc q Tv Tvr rpvo  ro q  pvc  rc qs
Bo  Vo pBc  Vc q Tbv rpbo  vo q  pbc  vc qs
1.2

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

VRI case

For this case we need the following transformation coefficients (and the zero intercepts
for all-sky work), with measured values (dependent variable) on the ordinate:
• Tr = slope of pR  r q versus pR  I q
• Tv = slope of pV
•

 vq versus pV  Rq
Tri = reciprocal of the slope of pr  iq versus pR  I q
2

• Tvr = reciprocal of the slope of pv  r q versus pV

 Rq

For differential photometry use (in order):

pRo  Ioq  pRc  Icq Trirpro  io q  prc  icqs
Ro  ro pRc  rc q Tr rpRo  Io q  pRc  Ic qs
Io  Ro  pRo  Io q
Vo  vo pVc  vc q Tv Tvr rpvo  ro q  pvc  rc qs
1.3

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

BVR case

For this case we need the following transformation coefficients (and the zero intercepts
for all-sky work), with measured values (dependent variable) on the ordinate:
• Tv = slope of pV
•
•

 vq versus pV  Rq
Tvr = reciprocal of the slope of pv  r q versus pV  Rq
Tbv = reciprocal of the slope of pb  v q versus pB  V q

For differential photometry use (in order):

pVo  Roq  pVc  Rcq Tvr rpvo  roq  pvc  rcqs
Vo  vo pVc  vc q Tv rpVo  Ro q  pVc  Rc qs
Ro  Vo  pVo  Ro q
Bo  Vo pBc  Vc q Tbv rpbo  vo q  pbc  vc qs
1.4

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

BVI case

For this case we need the following transformation coefficients (and the zero intercepts
for all-sky work), with measured values (dependent variable) on the ordinate:
• Tv = slope of pV
•
•

 vq versus pV  I q
Tvi = reciprocal of the slope of pv  iq versus pV  I q
Tbv = reciprocal of the slope of pb  v q versus pB  V q

For differential photometry use (in order):

pVo  Io q  pVc  Icq Tvi rpvo  io q  pvc  icqs
Vo  vo pVc  vc q Tv rpVo  Io q  pVc  Ic qs
Io  Vo  pVo  Io q
Bo  Vo pBc  Vc q Tbv rpbo  vo q  pbc  vc qs
3

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

1.5

RI case

For this case we need the following transformation coefficients (and the zero intercepts
for all-sky work), with measured values (dependent variable) on the ordinate:
• Tr = slope of pR  r q versus pR  I q
• Tri = reciprocal of the slope of pr  iq versus pR  I q
For differential photometry use (in order):

pRo  Ioq  pRc  Icq Trirpro  ioq  prc  icqs
Ro  ro pRc  rc q Tr rpRo  Io q  pRc  Ic qs
Io  Ro  pRo  Io q
1.6

(24)
(25)
(26)

VR case

For this case we need the following transformation coefficients (and the zero intercepts
for all-sky work), with measured values (dependent variable) on the ordinate:
• Tv = slope of pV
•

 vq versus pV  Rq
Tvr = reciprocal of the slope of pv  r q versus pV  Rq

For differential photometry use (in order):

pVo  Roq  pVc  Rcq Tvr rpvo  roq  pvc  rcqs
Vo  vo pVc  vc q Tv rpVo  Ro q  pVc  Rc qs
Ro  Vo  pVo  Ro q
1.7

(27)
(28)
(29)

VI case

For this case we need the following transformation coefficients (and the zero intercepts
for all-sky work), with measured values (dependent variable) on the ordinate:
• Tv = slope of pV
•

 vq versus pV  I q
Tvi = reciprocal of the slope of pv  iq versus pV  I q

For differential photometry use (in order):

pVo  Ioq  pVc  Icq Tvi rpvo  io q  pvc  icqs
Vo  vo pVc  vc q Tv rpVo  Io q  pVc  Ic qs
Io  Vo  pVo  Io q
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(30)
(31)
(32)

1.8

BV case

For this case we need the following transformation coefficients (and the zero intercepts
for all-sky work), with measured values (dependent variable) on the ordinate:
• Tb = slope of pB  bq versus pB  V q
• Tbv = reciprocal of the slope of pb  v q versus pB  V q
For differential photometry use (in order):

pBo  Voq  pBc  Vcq Tbv rpbo  voq  pbc  vcqs
Bo  bo pBc  bc q Tb rpBo  Vo q  pBc  Vc qs
Vo  Bo  pBo  Vo q
1.9

(33)
(34)
(35)

UBV case

For this case we need the following transformation coefficients (and the zero intercepts
for all-sky work), with measured values (dependent variable) on the ordinate:
• Tv = slope of pV  v q versus pB  V q = ǫ in [2] (note the sign reversal for Tv over
the definition given in Equation (4) because λB λV )
• Tbv = reciprocal of the slope of pb  v q versus pB  V q = µ in [2]
• Tub = reciprocal of the slope of pu  bq versus pU

 B q = ψ in [2]

For differential photometry use (in order):

pBo  Voq  pBc  Vcq Tbv rpbo  voq  pbc  vcqs
Vo  vo pVc  vc q Tv rpBo  Vo q  pBc  Vc qs
pUo  Boq  pUc  Bcq Tubrpuo  boq  puc  bcqs
1.10

(36)
(37)
(38)

Same field and different field differential photometry

To use the transformations of this section for differential photometry, technically the
above-atmosphere instrumental magnitudes are used. When the object star and comparison star are in different fields, as when a calibrated comparison star is being defined in
a variable star field, the above-atmosphere instrumental magnitudes need to be used to
account for the different air masses for the two fields. When the comparison star and
object star are nearby in the same CCD field (essentially the same air mass for each star)
then using the instrumental magnitudes directly in the equations of this section will result
in higher precision. This is because extinction corrections can add systematic error that is
greater than the correction if the air mass difference between the object and comparison
star is small. However, uncorrected same field photometry should only be done at low
airmass (above roughly 20 altitude to avoid the effects of differential color extinction
with changing airmass.
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2

Extinction coefficients

For all-sky photometry the instrumental magnitudes a need to be transformed to aboveatmosphere (zero air mass) instrumental magnitudes a0 using
a0

 a  pka1

ka2 cqX

(39)

where ka1 and ka2 are the first and second order extinction coefficients, respectively, X is
the airmass and c is an instrumental color index like b  a (it should be the difference
between a and a neighboring band instrumental magnitude b with λb
λa if possible,
otherwise use c  a  b with λa
λb ). The air mass is approximated in the flat Earth
model by
X  sec z
(40)
where z is the zenith angle (90 - altitude). Instrumental color indicies c
transformed to an above-atmosphere value c0  pa  bq0 by

 a  b can be

 c  pkc1 kc2cqX.
(41)
2
Note that kc1  ka1  kb1 and kc2  ka2  kb2 . In the UBV system, kub
 0 (so ku2  kb2) and
c0

kv2 is known to be very small.

2.1

Measuring extinction coefficients

Dropping the second order coefficients from Equations (39) and (41) leaves:
and

a  a0

ka1 X

(42)

c  c0

kc1 X

(43)

so that the first order extinction coefficients (and the above-atmosphere values) can be
found from a least squares fit of the measured instrumental magnitude versus air mass
X. More exactly, Equations (39) and (41) rearranged are
and

a  a0

pka1

ka2 cqX

c  c0

pkc1

kc2 cqX

(44)
(45)

so the slope of the least squares fits are pka ka cq and pkc kc cq.
The second order extinction coefficients can be found from close pairs of stars (e.g.
red-blue pairs) by measuring the instrumental magnitudes a and b of each to get ∆a and
∆c. Since X is essentially the same for both stars we have
1

∆a  ∆a0

2

ka2 p∆cqX

1

2

(46)

and the second order extinction coefficient ka is found from the slope of a least squares
slope of measured instrumental magnitude differences ∆a versus p∆cqX where ∆c is the
measured instrumental color index difference.
With extinction coefficients in hand, all measured instrumental magnitudes may be
converted to above-atmosphere values and the transformation coefficients of §1 may be
measured.
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2.2

A note on differential photometry

Equations (39) and (41) can be rearranged to give the above-atmosphere instrumental
magnitude a0 from the measured instrumental magnitude a as
a0

 a  ka1 X  ka2cX

(47)

and the above-atmosphere instrumental color index c0 from the measured instrumental
color index c as
c0  p1  kc2 X qc  kc1 X.
(48)
So if two stars, 1 and 2 (e.g. object and comparison star), are in the same field with
essentially the same X then the differences in their above-atmosphere magnitudes and
color indicies are
pa1  a2 q0  pa1  a2 q ka2pc1  c2qX
(49)
and

pc1  c2q0  p1  kc2X qpc1  c2q.

(50)

These are the quantities that should be used in the equations of §1 for same-field differential photometry. Note that if the object and comparison stars are similar in color, then the
air mass correction can be small enough to be negelected and instrumental magnitudes
used directly in the equations of §1. If you are working at high airmass, the second order
extinction coefficient is needed.
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